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Abstract
Long before being used as reinforcement for materials processed by industries, flax fibers are supporting tissues of the plant

from which they are extracted. This plant itself can be considered as a composite material as other biological tissues can be

identified into the stem. Each of them have a specific function and they are formed by the plant during its growth [1]. Recent

studies demonstrated that external stimulus such as gravity could modify the growth of plants: this phenomenon is called

proprioception [2]. Our study aims at identifying and understanding this type of reaction for flax plants. How do mechanical

solicitations impact the plant growth? What are the tissues involved in the plant adaptation? Are mechanical performances of

the plant and its fibers modified? This presentation will also provide new ideas of structures bioinspired from flax stems in order

to design innovative composite materials.

Flax – A model plant
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Multiscale characterization of mechanical properties of flax stems and fibers : 
The plant to inspire the development of new materials?

Flax – Proprioception

Anatomical and mechanical properties could be correlated to inspire new structures
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Proprioception leads to the gravitropic control of flax. To restore the vertical position, the growth of the plant is modified and

the stems are less stiff. Moreover, the fibers from tilted plants have thinner cell walls compared to control plants [3].

Flax senses and controls its posture after being tilted ; changes are visible in mechanical properties and in stem cross-sections

The influence of mechanical properties

of flax stems and of their anatomical

criteria can be mimicked to model

tubular composite structures.

The numerical simulation of the

designed structures will be performed in

order to develop new materials inspired

from Nature and the plant world.

Conclusion

Flax is a model plant and a source of

inspiration to develop new materials: the

plant provides high performance fibers

for biomaterials while the composite

structure of its stem can be imitated.

Understanding the natural multiscale

model of flax is an interesting way to

reach technical solutions through

transdisciplinary approaches.

Flax – From plants to fibers

After seeding, growth, picking, retting,

hackling and scutching, flax fibers

are obtained. Finally, they are used to

elaborate textiles or biocomposites.

Flax is also a composite material.

Indeed, the plant is composed of

fibers and different biological tissues.

Furthermore, flax fibers are

themselves surrounded by pectic

middle lamella to form fiber bundles. Flax stems are transversally cut at middle height to identify their different tissues
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